This book combines a series of articles relating to the application of molecular biology to clinical science and is divided into two distinct sections. The first, seven chapters in total, concentrates on the techniques involved in molecular analysis. The second, much larger at 22 chapters, illustrates the application of molecular techniques to clinical science. The editors have done well in getting the collaboration of so many well known workers in their respective fields.
The first part of the book achieves the editors aim of providing a basic framework to understand the applications of molecular techniques. It begins with a lucid precis of nucleic acid structure, function and analysis, that leads the reader from the basic concept of nucleic acid structure through to the principles behind chromosome walking and jumping. It then addresses various aspects of nucleic acid analysis, including the polymerase chain reaction, in situ hybridization and gene localization. The chapters on nucleic acid labelling and detection and gene localization were particularly good. In the former, it was refreshing to see the many possible strategies for improving hybridization sensitivity clearly illustrated and critically discussed. In the latter, the approach taken by the authors of avoiding a comprehensive review of all gene-mapping techniques, and instead, describing their own experience of mapping the multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2A gene, worked well. On the down side, however, it was disappointing that the chapter on in situ hybridization largely confined itself to radioactive labels, despite the advent of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH).
The second part of the book, follows a progression, beginning with diagnosis and ending with treatment. It begins with the investigation of single gene disorders, such as ai-antitrypsin deficiency and cystic fibrosis, which is then followed by articles relating to the investigation of malignancy, and various aspects of the immune system including allergy, asthma and antibody engineering. It then progresses through the areas 514 Ann Clin Biochem 1995; 32: 514-519 of microbiology and virology before finishing with, what for me, were the two most interesting chapters of the whole book, namely gene therapy and antisense nucleotides in therapy.
This book tries to be 'all things to all men' and in doing so, includes material from so many areas of interest that only a few chapters might appeal to any particular individual. In addition, the articles do appear to have been written in isolation. This might explain why some items appeared to be unnecessarily repeated in different chapters, for example the technique of competitive oligonucleotide priming using fluorescently-labelled primers of Chehab and Kan, is described in chapters 4, 6 and 11. In conclusion, those wishing an introduction to the many applications of molecular analysis to clinical medicine should buy this book. However, those after the 'wherewithal' to put these techniques to use, should seek those books currently on the market with a more practical slant.
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Salt and Water in Culture and Medicine. By P Astrup, P Bie and H C Engell. Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 1993. Pp 288; Price DKK 350.
Poul Astrup is known to every clinical chemist world-wide because of his pioneering work on acidbase measurement and the elaboration of its importance in physiological well-being and pathological disturbances. Possibly the next most important homeostatic mechanism for man and all other mammals is salt and water balance. For those who know Poul Astrup, it is not surprising that having written-up the history of acid-base status and blood gases, he has now turned his attention to salt and water. The book is not, however, only an historical record of the unravelling of the physiology and pathology of salt and water homeostasis, but, as its title suggests, also describes the history and the cultural role of these two essentials of life. Whilst the book will primarily be of interest to those working in clinical and laboratory medicine, it has been written so as to 'also appeal to the layman
